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NOTE ON THE PRIME RADICAL IN NONASSOCIATIVE RINGS

By Hyo CHuL MYUNG

1. The prime radical

Several definitions of prime ideals in a nonassociative ring have been introduc
ed during the past decade. An axiomatic definition, based on a *-()peration, is
given in [3J and extends most of the known results for the prime radical [4J.
A *-()peration in a nonassociative ring R is a mapping of I(R) XI(R), where
I(R) is the lattice of ideals in R, into the lattice of additive subgroups of R
such that, for A, B, C, DEI(R), 1) if A~C and B~D, then A*B~C*D, 2)
(O)*A=B*(O) = (0), and 3) if R is a homomorphic image of R, then A*B=A*B.

An ideal P of R is called *-prime if A*Bep for A, BEI(R) implies ttmt
A~P or B~P. A nonempty subset M of R is called a *-system if, fo,r .A,
BEI(R), MnA=i=~ and MnB1=ifJ imply A*BnM=i=ifJ. The *-prime ra:dieal
P*(R) of R is defined to be the set of elements :xER such that any *-system
containing x also contains 0 and shown to be the intersection of all *-prime
ideals in R. If R is an s-ring for a positive integer s~2, then there exists
a *-operation in R such that A*A=N for all AEI(R) and P*(R) coincides
with the prime radical peR) of R defined by Zwier [8J ([4J).

Let A*B=AB2+ (AB)B+B(AB) + (BA)B+B(BA) +B2A for A, BEI(R).
Then, in a weakly W-admissible ring R, A*B is also an ideal of R [7J.
The proof of Smith [6, Lemma 2. 3J can be applied to show that A*B
for A, BEI(R) is an ideal in a generaIized alternative ring ll. Thus these
rings are 3-rings which generalize Lie, alternative, Jordan, standard, and
generalized standard rings. If we let AoB=AB+BA for A, BEI(R), it is
shown that A 0 B is an ideal in Lie, alternative and (-1, 1) rings [IJ (in
the alternative case, AB is an ideal). Hence these rings are 2-rings. In a
2-ring we have following

PROPOSITION 1. Let A*B=AB2+B2A+(AB)B+B(AB)+(BA)B+B(BA)
and AoB=AB+BA for A, BEI(R). In a 2-ring R, an ideal P of R is
prime if and only if P is *-prime if and only if P is o-prime.

Proof. Let P be prime and let A*B~P for A, BEI(R). Then AB2~A*B

~P. Since B2 is an ideal of R and P is prime, A e P or Be P and so P
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is "'-prime. Suppose that Pis *-prime and ABf;;P. Let C .A nB. Then'
C*C=C2C+CC2f;;A2B+AB2f;;ABf;;P and so Cf;;P. Thus A*Bf;;A nB=Cf;;
P, and .since .p -il'/ *-::-prime, A f;; P or B ~P ·.and Pis· prime. If P. is prime, it
is clearly o-prime.. SuppoSe that P is ~-prfute' and AB f;; P. By a similar argu
ment, if we let C=AnB, then CoC=C2~ABcP and so Cf;;P. It follows
from this that BA f;; A nB=C f;; P and A 0 B k P. Thus P is prime.

Proposition 1 has heen proved in a ring R in which {iB is an ideal for A,
BEI(R) [4, Lemma 3.2].

In this note we give all analogous characterization of the prime radical in
an s-ringfot "the *-priri:le radical of any rings [5]; We make use of this to
show that, in an s-ring R, .every nonzero ideal of R which is contained in
the prime radical of R contains a nonzero ideal K of R such that KS=O,
and that the prime radical of R is essentially nilpotent. This extends the result
of Fisher [2J for assoeiative rings to any s-ring.

" .
. 2. Characterization. of .the prime radical·

Following Rich [5J,. 'We' make'"
. ...

DEFoonON 1. Let R be any ring equipped. with a *-operation. A .sequence
.{tZo; ab ···,.an···} in R is called a P~,...gequence if alOE (an-I) * (an-I) for n=l,
2, .... An element a -of R is <?illed $"ongly *-nilpotent if every .p*-sequence
beginning :with a is ultimately O.

If R is an s-ring in which A*A=AS for AEI(R), then the P*-sequences
are the P-sequences in [5J.

THEOREM 2. The *-prime rad.ica1 P* (R) of any ring R is the set of all
strongly*:-nilpotent elements. in R.

Proof. Let a be an element in R but not in p* (R). Then there· exists a
*-prime ideal P of R which does not contain a. The complement c(P) of
P is a *-systemin R. Let ao=a. Since (ao) nc(P) *rp, there exists a nonzero
element al in (ao) *(ao) nc(P) , and we inductively find a sequence S=
tao, ab "', am ...} in R such that an+l E (a.) * (an) nc(P). Thus S is a P*
sequence beginning. with .a which does not end in ~ro, so that a is not
strongly *-nilpotent in R.

Conversely, suppose that' aEP*(R) imd tl;1at S= lao; ab "', am ...} j where
JZo=a, is a P*-sequence beginning with a; Let A, B' be ideals of R such that
An S*rp and B n s*rp. There exist elements 'ail EAn S, ai2EB nS.'Let j=
max fib i2}. Then aj+l E'(aj)* (aJ) f;; (ai)*(ai2)~A*B.Thus ajEA*B nS*rp,
and this shows that S is a *-system in R. Since a E Snp* (ii), S must
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contain O. Hence aj=O for some j and a is strongly *-nilpotent.

CoROLLARY 3. Let J be a nonzero ideal of R which is contained in p* (R).
Forevery *-operation in R, J contains a nonzero ideal K of R such that
K*K=O.

Proof. Let a be a nonzero element in J . .If (a) *(a) *0, there exists a
nonzero element alE (a) * (a) ~ (a) ~J. If (al) * (al) *0, then by Theorem 2
we can continue this ~o obtain a nonzero element an+l E (an) *(an) ~ J such
that (an+l) *(an+l) =0.

If R is an s-ring, there exists a *-operation in R such that A*A=A' for
everyAE !("!""'). Hence we have

CoROLLARY 4. Each nonzero ideal J of an s-ring R which· is contained in
the prime radical peR) contains a nonzero nilpotent .ideal K of R such that
K'=O.

If R is a Lie, alternative or (-1, 1) ring (a 2-ring) then each nonzero
ideal of R which is contained in the prime radical contains a nonzero ideal
K of R such that K2=0. This improves the· result of Fisher [2J for associa
tive rings, which requires the additional assumption that the ring has an
identity.

DEFINITION 2. An ideal K of R is said to be essentially ni1poten~ if K
contains a nilpotent ideal L of R which is essential in K, i. e., L has nonzero
intersection with nonzero ideal of R contained in K.

Note that every nonzero nilpotent ideal of R is essentially nilpotent. While
it is well-known that the prime radical peR) of an s-ring R contains all
nilpotent ideals of R, it is not known whether peR) is nilpotent even under
the chain condition on one-sided ideals. However we can show that peR) is
essentially nilpotent. This has been proved for associative rings [2J.

THEOREM 5. Let R be an s-ring. Every nonzero ideal J of R which is con
tained in the prime radical peR) of R is essentially nipotent.

Proof. The proof proceeds as in [2J. Let {Nt It E T} be the collection of
all nonzero nilpotent ideals Nt of R such that Nt~J and Nt'=O. By Cor
ollary 4 this collection is not empty. Let Q= {S~TI L:iEsNi is direct}. Then
Q is non-empty and inductive. Hence by Zorn's lemma one finds a maximal
element U in Q. Let N= L:iEU N i • Since the sum is direct and each No is
an ideal, we have that Ns=O. We show that N is essential in J. If not,
then there exists a nonzero ideal K~J of R such that NnK=O. Corollary
4 then ensures that there exists a nonzero Nt~K for some t E T such that
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Nt'=0. Hence N +Nt is direct and this contradicts the maximality of U.
Therefore, N is essential in J and J is essentially nilpotent.
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